
RULES and FAQs for GeekVishwa Hackathon:

1. Failure to follow any rule can result in immediate
disqualification.

2. The complete code for your project should be built between 5th and
19th November from scratch. NO REUSING PREVIOUS PROJECTS
OR CODE.

3. You must maintain a public github repository of your project from
Day-1. (If you don't know, you can learn to use github within 30
minutes, and it’s a necessary skill for all)

4. You will need to select your domain on 5th November and share it
on a google form along with your github repo link.

5. * You MUST commit your progress on github AT LEAST TWICE -
on 10th and 15th of November. GFG VIIT Team will be checking
your projects on these days to make sure you are working on a new
project from scratch and following the rules.

6. Teams can use libraries, frameworks, or open-source code in their
projects; however, it should not constitute the majority of the
project. The core of the project should be primarily composed of
substantial original code developed by the team.

7. * The last day to fully submit your project will be 19th November.
We request you to submit your project even if it is not complete.

● What am I supposed to build?
○ You can create any form of working project: application

(android/ios), website, command line app, data
analytics/visualisations, games, ar/vr apps, chatbots,
reddit/discord/other site bots, etc.

● What if I don't know how to?
○ This is exactly the chance you have to learn what you always

wanted to. Use your 15 days to learn with your team and use
something new. That should be your goal.

For all the details about GeekVishwa Hackathon visit: gfgviit.tech

The Spirit of the Competition:
Remember that hackathons are like marathons. Some
people go to compete but most people take part to

better themselves and have fun.

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=learn+github
https://www.gfgviit.tech/

